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Numerous geodynamic processes have formed the present-day landscape. To understand regional landscape
dynamics, it is very important to investigate sedimentary outcrops that reflect these different processes. But it is
equally important to constrain these processes in time.

Loess and loess-like deposits contain considerable information on palaeoenvironmental changes and land-
scape evolution. Moreover loess is potentially very suitable for luminescence dating because of the long distance
atmospheric transport; this allows full resetting of the prior luminescence signal in the mineral grains. The
technique also covers a wide time span (from a few years to several hundred thousand years) and it is very suitable
for bracketing most landscape evolutionary processes in time, because it directly measures the last exposure to
daylight of the mineral grains.

At Langenlois, Lower Austria, Pliocene fluvial sediments and Pleistocence loess and loess-like deposits are
exposed; the latter are of interest for our study. We present sedimentological data and luminescence ages for
several profiles exposed in an abandoned brickyard in Langenlois.

Luminescence ages were derived using polymineral silt-sized grains and a SAR-protocol (Murray and Wintle,
2000) with a preheat of 250°C (60 s), IR stimulation at 50°C (100 s) and a subsequent IR stimulation at 225°C for
100 s (referred to as elevated temperature post-IR IRSL protocol; Buylaert et al., 2009). The luminescence (mainly
from feldspars) was detected in the blue-violet region through a Schott BG39/Corning 7-59 filter combination.

Our data suggest that distinct landscape evolutionary processes have taken place, represented by a gradual
shift from fluvial to terrestrial-aeolian deposition. Two different depositional phases could be distinguished by
luminescence dating, one of which lies in the Middle Pleistocene (∼ 250 ka), whereas the other phase is dated to
35-45 ka.
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